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Introduction and rationale 

In this data-driven age, governments, funders and publishers expect greater transparency           
and reuse of research data, as well as greater access to, and preservation of, the data that                 
supports research findings. Widespread reuse requires greater responsibility from data          
producers to make data FAIR, but this should result in greater confidence in, and reuse of,                
existing data. As with any other digital resource, standards, databases and repositories are             
dynamic in nature, with a ‘life cycle’ that encompasses formulation, development and            
maintenance; their status in this cycle may vary depending on the level of activity of the                
developing group or community. When a standard or a best practice is considered mature by               
a community and standard-compliant databases and repositories become available, these          
resources need to be provided in an accessible way to the relevant stakeholder community,              
who in turn need to recommend the implementation (e.g.,scientific communities and unions,            
in data policies of journals, publishers, funders and other organizations) and where possible             
the use of these standards and databases (e.g. reusing FAIR standards to name chemicals              
when composing a data management plan in chemistry research projects) to facilitate a             
high-quality FAIR research cycle. To foster a culture change where the (re)use of best              
practices, standards, databases and repositories for FAIRer data is not only commonplace            
but routine, we need to reduce (via multiple channels) the stakeholder knowledge gap             
across these resources, and to better promote their existence, value, and use. 

Main purpose and objectives 

We see this Implementation Network (IN) as a central integration and cross-fertilisation point             
for the GO FAIR community in particular, but also for the reuse of FAIR standards,               
repositories and data policies in general. Specifically, we will work to make standards,             
repositories of digital objects (datasets, code, workflow, articles etc.) and data policies            
themselves FAIR, as well as to create informative and educational material, guidance, tools             
and services to serve producers and users of these resources. This IN touches and              
interoperates with a number of other GO FAIR INs, and across each of the GO FAIR pillars                 
(GO TRAIN, GO BUILD and GO CHANGE). FAIRsharing also plays a key role in GO FAIR                



activities that catalyse the FAIRification of data and services, such as the Metadata for              
Machines (M4M) Workshops .  
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To achieve these objectives, we will leverage and expand on the community-driven work of              
FAIRsharing , which is already: recommended by the EOSC and JISC reports on FAIR             
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practices; linked to several GO FAIR INs; a group under Force 11 and the Research Data                
Alliance (RDA) ; and connected to other generic or domain-specific active in the FAIR             
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ecosystem .  
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Specifically we will: 

1. Map the landscape of standards, repositories and data policies across and related to             
the GO FAIR INs; 

2. Curate metadata associated with these digital objects and describe the relationships           
between them 

3. Work with OPEDAS to provide support to the FAIR metrics to assess the FAIRness              
of digital objects 

4. Work as part of GO-TRAIN to provide assistance in the generation of a FAIR              
curriculum 

5. Work with the Data Stewardship Wizard to provide support for data management 

6. Work as regular collaborators in the ongoing M4M Workshop series, to help            
self-identified communities to define and use domain-relevant community metadata         
standards in machine readable form for FAIRification and validation purposes. 

7. Collaborate with other efforts to standardize the selection and adoption of standards            
and repositories in data policies.  

 

1 https://www.go-fair.org/resources/go-fair-workshop-series/metadata-for-machines-workshops/  
2 https://fairsharing.org  
3 https://doi.org/10.2777/1524  
4 http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1245568  
5 https://rd-alliance.org/group/fairsharing-registry-connecting-data-policies-standards-databases.html  
6 https://doi.org/10.1101/245183  
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